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About This Game

Secrets of the Past: Dion is a casual simulation game that follows the journey of an archaeological artifact, from its discovery to
its museum exhibition. It is a first point of contact with the work of archaeologists and possibly a next generation museum

app.

You run the excavation of the ancient Villa of Dionysus, unearth its thousands of years old treasures, join together artifact
fragments and host your very own exhibition. In the process, you inspect up close and interactively the 3D models of the real

artifacts found in the ancient site and you learn about the glorious millennium of ancient Dion, the City of Zeus, situated at the
foothills of Mount Olympus.

Gear up for the challenges of managing an archaeological excavation project!

FEATURES
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A unique grid excavation mechanic – reveal instead of build.

A mix of exploration, worker placement and puzzle.

Unlimited replayability using the random artifact locations mode.

A portrayal of archaeology with a learning effect created to inspire young and old.

A faithful reproduction of the architectural remains of the luxurious ancient Villa of Dionysus.

The ancient artifacts discovered in the game are 3D models of the real artifacts exhibited at the Archaeological
Museum of Dion.

The music is an original composition based on the ancient Greek harp song of Seikilos.

Multilingual: English, Greek, Chinese

REFERENCES

The stories and artifact descriptions in the game are based on the following publications:

PANDERMALIS, D. (ed) (2000), “Discovering Dion”, Adam Editions (Athens)

PANDERMALIS, D. (ed) (2016), “Gods and Mortals at Olympus: Ancient Dion, City of Zeus”, Onassis Foundation
USA (New York)

NOTE ABOUT THE MOBILE VERSION

A free prototype version of this game was published for mobile platforms in 2016. That version was commissioned by the
Onassis Foundation USA in conjunction with the 2016 exhibition Gods and Mortals at Olympus: Ancient Dion, City of

Zeus. The exhibition brought a selection from the thousands of artifacts that attest to the vibrant daily, cultural and religious life
in ancient Dion for the first time to the USA. The mobile game aimed to attract New York youth and introduce them to the

world of ancient history and archaeological excavation. The more challenging, more replayable and visually enhanced
multilingual PC version of this game is now available on Steam.
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secrets of the past dion

Just because you liked the demo doesn't mean you'll like the game... Not really that great, although the style is kinda nice.. Short
but deep. Literally.. First of all, for anyone who wants to see if this game is for them, there is a free flash version of the game
online, which lacks some features and is somewhat shorter, but otherwise the same. If, however, you already played the flash
game and liked it - you are going to like this one even more.

What are the differences between this and the flash version? 20 more floors to clear, more shops, more quests, that kind of
stuff.

The gameplay is fun but can get a little repetitive after a while. The game will start to become a grind after you reach a certain
point, but the developer has managed to balance the risk/reward fairly well. You must also choose when to exit the dungeon
yourself, which makes decisions that much more exciting. Do you grab that final piece of loot or do you pick the safe option
and bail out?

I played the flash version quite a bit, and finally decided to support the developer and get the paid version. If you are into
dungeon crawlers with pixel graphics, this game is definitely worth buying.. Not a bad game over all except units get stuck off
screen and sometimes in barriers and you cant shoot them meaning the entire level has to be redone. This needs to be fixed
before I could recommend.. iz gud gaem haz bark buttin. This game is great for those who wish to display a fireworks along
with music. Import music and create a show. I wish they had more places but I'm sure some dlc's might happen for that.
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This game is like a lighter version of 'Legend of Grimrock', if you are interested in this game and have not played LoG yet, I
recommend to play that first.
If you just want more like LoG, then this is for you.
The game is fine actually, the artwork is good, the music nice, the combat and story...eeeh, could be a whole lot worse.. Nice
game with great storyline and atmosphere :)
Thumb up.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Az9xpx35HIg. Just finished my playthrough. Worth every penny.. Had a lot of fun with it
when the game first came out. Heard there was a big update, figured I'd come back and give it a bit more time. Remembered
immediately that I'd spent almost 4 hours getting my graphics settings tweaked so that it was playable the first time around. Only
now, post update it refuses to run in full screen and it can't do a resolution lower than full 4K for borderless window. It doesn't
do better than 11 FPS with dual 1080s in SLI and a i7-8700k on low graphics settings. It gets confused about which monitor to
display on. With dual monitors it'll show the mouse on display 1 but the actual game appears on display 2 when you set it to run
on display 1. Everything works fine on display 2, but FPS is even worse than 11 FPS somehow.

Seriously, there's an excellent game buried in here, but even quite some time after release, the game is absolutely plagued with
technical and performance issues.. one of the best Air-craft games i have played!
Recomended+. Different game then the other HOS i have played but it's quite fun. Nice concept, nice music and quite easy.. I
was wondering how to download these videos from Steam
Anyone knows?. A great loco by Reppo. One of the best American locos ever. Its up to par with the FEF-3. This has to be my
new favorite American loco.

Pros
-New horn and bell sounds
-Cold start
-Detailed cab
-Working cab, gauge, number, and walkway lighs
-Caboose view with working air gauge

Cons
-Only 1 new box car

Overall a 10\/10 loco. The GP9 is AI use only but at least it isn't just the E-33 for AI. I normally don't look at the manuals but
the one included is very detailed and looks like it was made in the 50s or 60s. Again just a great loco. 10\/10.
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